University Curriculum Committee
Agenda
February 10, 2017
9:00 – 11:00 am
53 Bascom Hall

Members Present: Corfis, Court, DeBaillie, Ingham, Kapust, Moser, Smith, Thompson, Wenker, Wiegmann

Members Absent: Howard, Weimer

I. Consent item – Minutes of the January 27, 2017 meeting

II. Course proposal review

A. Consent Agenda

Course Change Proposals
1. Art History 331  Netherlandish Painting of the 15th Century
   Type: Change title, description, requisite
   Reviewer: Corfis

2. Biochemistry 625  Coenzymes and Cofactors in Enzymology
   Type: Change title, description, requisites
   Reviewer: Ingham

3. Biology 100  Exploring Biology
   Type: Change subject
   Reviewer: Ingham

4. Computer Sciences 761  Advanced Machine Learning
   Type: Change title, description
   Reviewer: DeBaillie

5. Design Studies 120  Design: Fundamentals I
   Type: Change LAS, level
   Reviewer: Corfis

6. Farm & Industry Short Course 121  Dairy and Grain Marketing
   Type: Change title, credits
   Reviewer: Moser
7. Folklore 444 Slavic and East European Folklore  
Type: Change crosslist, requisite, level  
Reviewer: Corfis

8. Psychology 202 Introduction to Psychology  
Type: Change credits  
Reviewer: Kapust

9. Psychology 410 Intermediate Statistics for Psychology  
Type: Change number, requisite  
Reviewer: Kapust

10. Psychology 411 Current Topics in Psychology  
Type: Change number, requisite  
Reviewer: Smith

11. Psychology 413 Language, Mind, and Brain  
Type: Change credits  
Reviewer: Smith

12. Psychology 414 Cognitive Psychology  
Type: Change credits, requisite  
Reviewer: Thompson

13. Psychology 454 Behavioral Neuroscience  
Type: Change credits  
Reviewer: Thompson

14. Psychology 501 Depth Topic  
Type: Change title, requisite  
Reviewer: Wenker

15. Psychology 509 Abnormal Psychology  
Type: Change number, credits, description  
Reviewer: Wenker

16. Psychology 517 Introduction to Clinical Psychology  
Type: Change number, requisite  
Reviewer: Wiegmann

17. Psychology 528 Introduction to Cultural Psychology  
Type: Change number, credits  
Reviewer: Wiegmann

18. Psychology 556 Hormones and Behavior  
Type: Change number, requisite  
Reviewer: Court

19. Psychology 560 Child Psychology  
Type: Change number, title  
Reviewer: Moser
20. Psychology 564  Adult Development and Aging  
Type: Change number  
Reviewer: Moser

21. Rehab Psych & Special Educ 920  Rehabilitation Counseling Psychology-Counseling Supervision  
Type: Change credits, description  
Reviewer: Moser

**Discontinuation**

22. Psychology 201  Introduction to Psychology  
Type: Discontinuation

23. Psychology 281  Honors Course-Introduction to Psychology  
Type: Discontinuation

24. Psychology 285  Honors Course - Research Methods  
Type: Discontinuation

25. Psychology 481  Honors Seminar in Cognitive Psychology  
Type: Discontinuation

26. Psychology 483  Honors-Language, Mind, and Brain  
Type: Discontinuation

27. Psychology 484  Honors-Behavioral Neurosciences  
Type: Discontinuation

28. Psychology 486  Honors: Psychology of Perception  
Type: Discontinuation

29. Psychology 487  Honors Animal Behavior  
Type: Discontinuation

30. Psychology 580  Honors Seminar in Child Psychology  
Type: Discontinuation

31. Psychology 581  Honors Depth Topic  
Type: Discontinuation

32. Psychology 582  Honors Cognitive Development  
Type: Discontinuation

33. Psychology 583  Honors Social Development  
Type: Discontinuation

34. Psychology 585  Honors Seminar in Social Psychology  
Type: Discontinuation

35. Psychology 586  Honors seminar: The Criminal Mind: Forensic and Psychobiological Perspectives  
Type: Discontinuation
36. Psychology 587  Honors Seminar in Abnormal Psychology  
   Type: Discontinuation

37. Psychology 588  Introduction to Cultural Psychology - Honors  
   Type: Discontinuation

**A. Review Agenda**  
**Deferred from previous meeting**

38. Cell and Regenerative Biology 675  Topics in Cell and Regenerative Biology  
   Type: New Course  
   Reviewer: Wiegmann

39. Computer Sciences 400  Programming III  
   Type: New Course  
   Reviewer: DeBaillie

**New Proposals**

40. Agricultural and Applied Econ 737  Applied Econometric Analysis III  
   Type: New Course  
   Reviewer: Court

41. Agroecology 103  Agroecology: an Introduction to the Ecology of Food and Agriculture  
   Type: New Course  
   Reviewer: Ingham

42. Biostatistics & Med Informatic 899  Pre-dissertator Research  
   Type: New Course  
   Reviewer: DeBaillie

43. Biostatistics & Med Informatic 990  Dissertator Research  
   Type: New Course  
   Reviewer: DeBaillie

44. Cell and Regenerative Biology 842  Business of Biotechnology: Sustaining Growth  
   Type: New Course  
   Reviewer: Wenker

45. Cell and Regenerative Biology 843  Project Management and Leadership  
   Type: New Course  
   Reviewer: Wenker

46. Cell and Regenerative Biology 844  Advanced Biotechnology: Global Perspectives  
   Type: New Course  
   Reviewer: Court

47. Classics 361  Sex and Power in Greece and Rome  
   Type: New Course  
   Reviewer: Corfis
48. Computer Sciences 861 Theoretical Foundations of Machine Learning  
   Type: New Course  
   Reviewer: Smith

49. Curriculum and Instruction 510 Community-Based Practicum  
   Type: New Course  
   Reviewer: Kapust

50. Curriculum and Instruction 511 School-Based Practicum  
   Type: New Course  
   Reviewer: Kapust

51. Economics 690 Topics in Economics  
   Type: New Course  
   Reviewer: Court

52. Emergency Medicine 911 Introduction to Prehospital Medicine and Determinants of Utilization of the Prehospital System  
   Type: New Course  
   Reviewer: Smith

53. Hebrew - Biblical 700 Advanced Near Eastern Languages  
   Type: New Course  
   Reviewer: Court

54. Interdis Courses (Sohe) 202 SoHE Career & Leadership Development  
   Type: New Course  
   Reviewer: Wiegmann

55. Journ And Mass Communication 825 Ethics and Communication  
   Type: New Course  
   Reviewer: Wiegmann

56. Kinesiology 337 Human Anatomy  
   Type: New Course  
   Reviewer: Ingham

57. Medical Sciences - Med School 902 Ambulatory Acting Internship  
   Type: New Course  
   Reviewer: Thompson

58. Political Science 461 Interdisciplinary Seminar in Political Economy, Philosophy, & Politics  
   Type: New Course  
   Reviewer: Thompson

III. New Business